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COMMUNITY CIRCLE™ 
RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation (RESEAU-CMI) builds on the success of its proven model for creating 
ecosystems with cross-sectoral actors participating in strategic open innovation in Indigenous and Non-Urban 
settings  (I+NU).  Community Circle™ is an effective model for creating an ecosystem for strategic open innovation in non-urban settings. 
It localizes and customizes innovative offerings (knowledge/services/interventions), with decisions, practices, technologies and 
services tailored to a community’s unique needs. The model and its contributors have been recognized with twelve awards from the 
Canadian water industry. The model systematically accesses existing knowledge of solutions and decision-making supports and 
generates new knowl-edge by capturing and weighing relevant considerations among actors. Decisions are made based on a deeper 
understanding of the issues, defining success on the community’s terms. 

RESEAU-CMI is primarily funded by the Government of Canada’s Networks of Centres of Excellence (NCE), and growing 
participation and investment of like-minded friends from public and private organizations, academia and communities.

>$1 Million per year 
committed by:

• Federal Government

• Public and Private Sectors

• Communities

Community-driven:

Finding ways to stretch collective  
activities of actors in the ecosystem  
(academics, government agencies,  
public and private sectors, NGOs) to 
fill gaps in the I+NU communities’  
experience

Minimizing risk through:

•  Embracing the core of the relationship
between innovators and communities is
about a service and not a product

•  Implementing prompt and continuous
learning and feedback

•  Validating service deliveries make sense
to the communities
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VISION
To accelerate achievement of socioeconomically and technologically sustainable outcomes in 
water health and well-being for Indigenous and non-urban communities

RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing  
Innovation Objectives

Developing a culturally  
responsive evaluation  
framework for assessing  
innovative technologies,  
services, regulations and  
policies that enhances  
understanding of barriers 
and solutions

Bringing various forms  
of international content and 
digital learning together to  
produce user-focused  
knowledge products and  
solutions that influence  
developing and achieving  
outcomes of greater  
significance than might be 
achieved independently

Propagating the first-ever  
Canadian Framework for  
Ethical Water Health  
Innovation based on  
synthesized stakeholder 
knowledge and experience 
to guide I+NU water health 
improvement projects and 
processes

Engaging 15 regional I+NU 
“anchor” community groups 
through the Community  
Circle™ model achieving: 
geographical shifts in activities; 
diffusing innovation through 
social systems; systems thinking;  
digitalization of connections 
between innovation actors; and 
open innovation. Emphasis on  
differentiated roles occupied 
by actors, and greater  
importance of community 
forces relative to government 
or industry push
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Historically, universities (along with corporations and  
government agencies) were influenced by geo-political  
and cultural barriers that separated Indigenous and non- 
Indigenous people. For years, innovation capacity could not 
offer the flexible alternatives available today to eliminate  
the constraints of time, environment and distance. Today,  
veteran experts know that the task of designing effective 
changes to legislation, policy and the innovation agenda,  
difficult as it is, is actually the easy part. The real challenge is 
in implementing them and getting them to work, and making 
them robust enough to become the lifeblood of a successful  
ecosystem. Even if the interest of Indigenous people and 
non-Indigenous people are given equal weight now, still  
Indigenous people are in a less favorable position for securing 
those interests. The RESEAU Centre for Mobilizing Innovation 
aims to level the field. 
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WHAT IT MEANS TO 
JOIN RESEAU



WHO HAS JOINED  
RESEAU?

Over 50 like-minded leaders and experts from national and 
international organizations such as:  Assembly of First Na-
tions, BC Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, BC Min-
istry of Health, Indigenous Services Canada, First Nations 
Health Authority, Ontario First Nations Technical Services 
Corporation, Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs, 
First Nations Operators Water Net of BC & YT, Health Canada, 
Walkerton Clean Water Centre, Trojan Technology, WSP, BI 
Pure Water, Kerr Wood Leidal, Associated Engineering, Water 
Canada, CWWA, BCWWA, UBC, University  of Guelph, University 
of Calgary, Dalhousie University, Quesnel Dakelh Education 
and Employment Society (QDEES), David Suzuki Foundation, 
ARCADIS, The Digital Technology Supercluster,  and I+NU 
communities. 
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HOW DOES RESEAU 
WORK?
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FUNDERS

Provides upfront 
working capital

Based on evaluation 
results, determines 
payout amount 

Provides 
payment for 
services

Designs  
evaluation 
and measures 
outcomes

Delivers
services

Meeting the desired 
outcomes

Makes success  
payment if  
outcome met

SERVICE
PROVIDERS

I+NU POPULATION
TO BE SERVED

GOVERNMENT
FUNDING RESEAU-CMI

EVALUATOR



WHERE ARE WE FOCUSING  
OUR INVESTMENTS? 
Creating an impetus for a new innovation strategy that emphasizes taking action on I+NU water health issues, 
reducing risk and safeguarding communities’ well-being

Mobilizing Innovation &  
Risk Pooling:

Success hinges on the emergence of 
leadership, the development of people, 
and the willingness of authorities to  
tolerate innovative tactics for infrastructure 
(water and sanitation, food, energy, 
health, education, transport), rather than  
the number of spin-offs or licensing  
revenue. RESEAU-CMI’s approach  
continually identifies and relieves  
bottlenecks in the connections among 
actors, forming hybrid intersectoral 
agreements for purposes of co-operation, 
coordination and pooling of risk

Economies of Skills:

Enhancing the efforts of I+NU populations 
in their attempts to realize their full  
potential by leveraging their imagination, 
dedication and community participation. 
We aim to drive digital transformation to 
create learning structures that include: 
“know-how,” “know-what,” “know-why,” 
and “know-how-to-be,” creating careers 
of local interest as well as reducing 
gender gaps in education and training 
programs

Culturally Responsive  
Evaluation:

To look beyond technological aspects  
of innovation ecosystems, to see the  
importance of non-technological  
elements (strategy, cultures, blind 
spots,  structural holes) in building  
up the competency of the innovation 
ecosystems and validating community 
experience. Today, even if the interests of 
Indigenous people and non-Indigenous 
people are given equal weight, Indigenous 
people are in a less favorable position 
for achieving success
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WHAT ARE OUR  
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES? 
Our model for achieving scale is called Streamlined Approach to Implementing Localized Solutions (SAILS™). SAILS™ unifies insights 
about local context, tested design principles, developed best practices, and product management approaches to create and implement 
solutions that can be further customized for proper operation and to meet functionalities required by community operators or end-users.  
Practitioners working within each of these core areas provide expertise, as well as strategic partnership advice and planning support. 
They work side-by-side to collectively identify issues, sharing risks, and discuss areas for improvement, leading to iterative progress. 
Adopting a culture of constant feedback and learning, designers focus on real community’s desirable and usable products and services, 
regulators and manufacturers take into account alternative fabrication options and solutions, and product managers focus on reducing 
the risk of building the wrong thing. Together, they ask how the solution will help a particular community achieve its goals, solving real 
problems for real users in a desirable, operable and sustainable way.

Equitable Solutions: 

Embracing the core of the relationship between innovators and  
communities is one of a service and not a product.  Adopting  
different strategies to stretch the dollar invested by government  
programs further

Minimizing Risk through implementing prompt and continuous 
learning, feedback and validating the service deliveries make 
sense to the communities

Community Experience:

Emphasizing culture-based perspectives and the natural  
environment of communities, and open innovation rooted in  
reconciliation & sustainability. Finding ways to stretch collective 
activities of academics, government agencies, public and private 
sectors to fill gaps in various government programs and the  
communities’ experience
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WHAT DO WE INVEST IN? 
Capacity and Scale
Mobilizing innovation in a culturally responsive and ethical manner 
resides at the intersection of art, folklore and engineering for 
its demand for learning through stories, conversations and applying 
creativity and heuristics derived from spillover experiences, and 
navigating unpredictable possibilities
 
We are bringing data to life using creative means of data 
generation, such as theatre as a methodology and modes 
of knowledge exchange and digital learning and media 
design tools, promoting national and international 
collaborative initiatives between communities and stakeholders.

Community Driven Infrastructure Projects:

P Water & sanitation 
P Food
P Energy
P Health
P Education 
P ICT

We do not invest in academic research

Impacts or outcomes in our program are defined as a change,  
effect, influence or benefit to society, the economy, the  
environment, culture, health and community well-being 
beyond the academic research community
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HOW DO I GET INVOLVED AS  
AN AFFILIATE? 

 

Join and sign our collaborative participation agreement
 

connect@reseaucmi.org




